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Xbox one gaming headphones

Our editors independently research, test, and recommend the best products; you can learn more about our review process here. We may receive commissions for purchases made from our chosen links. The best Xbox One multiplayer games keep you connected and have a blast with friends and family,
even if you're stuck in your homes. You can splash on your couch for some split-screen entertainment or use an Xbox Live Gold subscription to switch to online action with players who are halfway around the world. Whether you want to take it head-to-head, competitive gameplay or work together in a
cooperative environment, there's something for everyone. Microsoft's console has a particularly wide selection of shooters, including selected franchises that are exclusive to Xbox. But you'll find pleasant options in all other genres, too, from sports to competitions to combinations from above. There are
games for all ages and skill levels that are ideal to enjoy as a family. Check out our list of the best Multiplayer Xbox One games below. What we like fun, casual style and gameplay Free Battle Royale Frequent News What we don't like building mechanics take some learning Not noticeable plot If you play
multiplayer shooting games, you're probably aware of Fortnite. While the game's co-op campaign Save the World is still available to buy, it is the free Battle Royale mode that has attracted millions of players across platforms and essentially turned Fortnite into a global phenomenon. Embracing a wacky,
cartoonish style, the third shooter throws you and 99 other players (such as individuals or small teams) to an island with a gradual shrinkage of the map until a person or team stays upright. Battle Royale gameplay is not new, but what Fortnite added to the mix is its on-the-go-to resource-gathering and
construction mechanic. Mastering the ability to build defensive structures in the middle of a fire is a key skill with a little learning curve, especially when compared to how easy it is to lift the game as a whole. Each game session is short, about 20 minutes, and in itself can start to feel repetitive. Fortunately,
Epic Games has kept things fresh through frequent, imaginative content updates. In Chapter 2 of the water theme – Season 3, for example, a large part of the map is flooded and new elements are introduced for water travel. Increasingly present among free content are optional microtrans transactions,
such as subscribing to a seasonal battle pass to unlock unique beauty awards and customizations. But even without paying a cent, players get a lot to experience. New combat regimes are often implemented for limited time, and non-competitive party and creative regimes have been added. There are
even virtual concerts and full-size watching of movies held within the game. What's better - not only that battle The mode is free, but the cross-platform game is also supported, so you can pick up and play with friends anywhere, anytime. - Emily Isaki, Tester Product What we like movie theater Great story
Very emotionally driven plot points What we don't like some plot elements fall into A Way Out combines the driving narrative of the prison creative film with the interactivity of a cooperative video game. This multiplayer Xbox One game should be played with another player (online or via split screen) and
provides an atmospheric cinematic experience that really feels like a movie. Best of all, you only need one copy of the game to play with another person. An Exodus shoots into perspective a third person and follows the story of two inmates with intertwining fates who are put on prison break. As a good
movie, the adventure elements (such as the adrenaline-pumping cars where one player drives and the other shoots) are entangled with slower and more emotional plot points that raise the stakes, history and atmosphere of the game. From time to time – between the chaos of the breach, getting fists and
knocking out guards – you'll come across more cinematic scenes where your characters play a board game or shoot hoops together. All these elements combine to create a journey of experience and atmosphere that captivated both in their collaborative efforts to play and in emotional storytelling. What
we like charming retro graphics Exciting and creative battles with bosses Cool moves and collectible What we do not like can be a little more challenging Cuphead is modernized take on the classic 2D running platforms and weapon of the past, the kind you will play with your friends in an arcade, such as
Contra or Gunstar Heroes. This charming and challenging indie game features offline co-op multiplayer so that you and a friend can complete the whole game together, just like the old days. Cuphead is designed in the style of vintage 1930s cartoons (think Popeye or very retro Disney) and consists
mostly of exciting and creative boss battles where you can fight everything from telekinetic carrots to boxing frogs. Test your skills by performing synchronous bullets avoiding money and slides while shooting energy bullets from your fingers. Collect coins along the way to purchase charm upgrades to your
health and firepower, a feature that gives the game element RPG that is formed for any kind of style of play. In general, Cuphead is a challenging and fun game in which life is endless, but the stakes are high. What we like fun team work based game Friendly and funny, which we do not like can be from
time to time, which is sometimes in ticking in Over boiled! 2, where you and your friends are chefs working overtime to satisfy hungry hordes of establishments in the world's most ridiculous restaurants. You can win by working together - and cooking delicious din-din to save the world. This child-friendly
game is an ideal choice if you have a few friends over (or online) and want to play something exciting, goofy and do for Designed for up to four players, Boiled! 2 has all Specific kitchen task, cooking food as quickly as possible to sing the appetites of various threats. Players will select ingredients, put
them over the bar (or throw them) for other players to chop, then cook them and combine them into dishes to serve the restaurant at a ridiculous pace. This cooperative cooking simulator relies on speed and communication, and delight can be found both in the ins unlike flying fish and the completion of a
successful (virtual) sushi roll. Children will love the champagne presentation, although the more demanding recipes and levels can get frustrating. For adults, this happens to be a great way to test the strength of your relationships and communication. - Anton Galang, Product Tester What we like six still-
big games in one Remastered graphics countless multiplayer options What we do not like player base not quite as big new shooter games available is difficult to talk about Xbox games without mentioning the series that helped launch the console first-person shooters as we know them today. Whether
you're looking to experience halo nostalgia or discover the games for the first time, the Main Collection is the final way to do it. It includes fully remastered annual versions of the original Halo: Combat Evolved and its Halo 2 sequel, along with Halo 3 and Halo 4, which were launched on the Xbox 360. It
also comes with Halo 3: ODST and Halo: Reach, adding to an excellent six-game value. The entire campaign of each game can be played alone or cooperatively with friends, in split screen mode or online. When you're ready blasting door enemies together, it's time to start blowing up in one of the many
diverse multiplayer modes from each of the games loaded with customizations to try and achieve to unlock. The collection has come a long way from the technical issues that tarnished its initial launch, and today, jumping into an online match is a smooth and satisfying experience. This is a taste of the
history of games, served on a very beautiful, modern platter. When I think about The Position's role in my game development, I now appreciate halo games even more. It's nice to enjoy the early titles again without holding them back from older technologies. - Anton Galang, Product Tester What Like An
exciting combination of driving and football Requires and rewards teamwork Customization options What we don't like, takes time to develop AI skills always not always the biggest Use of turbo-powered cars to hit a giant ball around a football field may not be a real sport, but you and your friends will have
too much fun to take care of. As silly as the concept of driving-football sounds, it's an addictive challenge to develop your skills to succeed. You need to master your vehicle for one by zooming back and forth and walls, even raising with accuracy in the air to hit the ball down to the target. But there is also
an aspect of teamwork that can't be your group. Group. Without. Whether you're in teams of 2 or 3 or 4 cars, whether you're playing a traditional soccar or a stricter game mode, you'll need to work together to set up photos and counter the opposing team's strategies. That's the most true thing when you're
up against people, not AI. Rocket League supports split screen or online multiplayer across different gaming platforms, making it easy to find players and hop on a pleasant match of your preferences. Content updates also add new seasons, additional features, and experimental game modes to try out.
Playing through different modes can win you new cars, along with cool parts and styles that add up to literally billions of custom combinations. These items are often sold in content download packages (DLC) (some of which come with your purchased game pack), and new products are released regularly.
We haven't gotten all that good yet, but my wife and I are happy to spend hours firing our cars down the field to try to get the annoying ball into the goal. — Anton Galang, Product Tester What we like handsome, 4K capable dynamic season graphics and weather Always plenty to do What we don't like
some events can get repetitive limited major changes from Forza Horizon 3 For Horizonza 4 gives you the freedom to ride in fast cars open world inspired by historic Britain, and it's a beautiful thing. If you want to make an eye candy to even higher speed, the game supports 4K HDR gameplay on the
Xbox One X. But the biggest addition to the acclaimed Forza Horizon 4 racing series is more than cosmetic. You will feel dynamic seasons that change the feel of the game every week from the real world. As you can imagine, rain, snow and frozen lakes have a big impact on how you move around the
terrain. It also helps to make the world feel alive is the fact that you share it with other online drivers. You'll see other players driving you everywhere, even when you're dealing with your own single-player tasks. But multiplayer fun comes when you take on these other drivers (or work alongside them) in an
endless set of races, challenges and other activities. Floating, drag racing, stunt driving -you can do anything, and everything contributes to your progress. The online game also brings a steady stream of new challenges and rewards, including a live co-operative event every hour. The huge number of
branded cars available for collection and upgrade – about 700 in the summer of 2020 – is always increasing thanks to content updates and DLC. One family addition is the expansion of the Lego-themed, where everything from the cars and the map itself are made of Lego bricks. I like that you can hop
offline seamlessly anytime you want, but Affect other collision drivers unless you choose to race together, so there's not much downside to staying online and connected. — Anton Gallen, Product Tester What we like excellent combat mechanics Brutal finishing moves Very one-sided and multiplayer
multiplayer What we don't like gore's grindy elements may be excessive for some the Mortal Kombat franchise has allowed players to serve each other a bloody brand of beatdowns for a long time now, but Mortal Kombat 11 makes it better than ever. Combat mechanics are optimized to be smooth,
precise and exciting from a match, with new Fatal Blows and Krushing Blows that can turn the tides at any moment. Detailed lessons cover all the basics, so players who take the Mortal Kombat game for the first time can keep their own, while veterans are rewarded for mastering the nuances of the
system. All this, of course, is offset by the overexcited animations and brutally funny finishing moves that fans expect from the series. Whether you're struggling for fun or in the rankings, competitive matches, it's a satisfying multiplayer experience. In terms of single-player offerings, MK11's history mode is
action-packed, but short, while the towers present ongoing challenges for tons of rewards. You can also unlock rewards in Krypt using currency earned during the game, although Krypt's goodies are found in case of random play boxes that can be annoying to grind for. The awards include personal items
for your fighters – a diverse number of iconic favorites mixed with newcomers. Each character is deeply adaptable in both looks and special moves that you can use in multiplayer matchups. Last verdict For a light heart, last standing fun with friends (and online opponents), there's a reason Fornit has
become so popular. Its combination of third-party photos and third-person shooting makes for exciting individual sessions with frequent updates that make you come back for more. New content and game modes also keep multiplayer action fresh in Forza Horizon 4 for racing games fans as well as in
Rocket League for those who want to play some extreme football with their cars. Our best deals on the best multiplayer titles on Xbox One go through a rigorous test from our panel of experts. Moreover, just register a significant number of hours with each title, each of our experts will pay attention to
things like update frequency, how developers pay attention to community feedback, microtrans transactions, and of course, gameplay. Multiplayer games, unlike their solo counterparts, often rely on a core of activities that players perform several times. Whether it's just as much fun, the 30th time around is
something our testers will pay special attention to. Emily Isacos is an author and reviewer of Lifewire who is passionate about games, gadgets and technology. It has tested Fortitude and other video games for Lifewire, along with TVs, accessories and a variety of consumer electronics. Anton Galang
writes and edits more about technology and education than His product testing and review of his work for LifeWire have led him to add a number of quality titles to his spin on games, games, xbox one games. Eric Watson has more than five years of experience as a tech writer. It was previously published
on PC Gamer, Polygon, Tabletop Gaming Magazine and others. It tests NBA 2K19 and enjoys its smooth controls, great motion capture graphics and audio commentary. Kelsey Simon has been a gamer all her life, has even built her own gaming computer and owns several consoles. She liked PUBG for
her addictive gameplay line, which forces players to gather in a royal battle as the card shrinks around them. Ajay Kumar is technical editor at LifeWire. With over seven years of experience in the tech industry, he has reviewed everything from PC parts and games to phones and laptops. He's a gamer for
as long as he can remember, owns several consoles and has built a gaming computer. He enjoyed the Far Roar 5 for the captivating environment and fun weapon. Competitive element – A good multiplayer game on Xbox must have a competitive element that either pits players against each other or
collaborate for a common purpose. PUBG is a good example of forcing players to fight, while Overcoed 2 allows players to work together to complete an order. Gameplay – The best games have a gameplay line that is addictive without being too onerous. PUBG pushes the card together, forcing players



to fight in tighter rooms and giving the game an element of urgency. Far Cry 5 has tons of missions to complete and weapons collection. Graphics can vary greatly among games, indie games can stick to 2D or pixel art, while newer games have the latest and largest 3D graphics. A game that does not do
so well graphically is PUBG, which tends to move hard at higher settings. Thank you for informing us! Tell us why! Why!
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